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VAUGHT'S CONJECTURE FOR VARIETIES

BRADD HART, SERGEI STARCHENKO, AND MATTHEW VALERIOTE

Abstract. We prove that if f is a superstable variety or one with few count-

able models then "V is the varietal product of an affine variety and a combina-

torial variety. Vaught's conjecture for varieties is an immediate consequence.

Much of the work of modern model theory arises out of the work of Shelah on

the classification program for first order theories (see [23]). One of the crowning

achievements is an abstract decomposition theorem for models of well-behaved

theories. More precisely, if T is a complete classifiable1 theory in a countable

language then every model of T is prime over the union of an independent tree

of countable models (see [4 or 12]). For any particular theory T, it is fair to

ask if T has a more concrete decomposition theorem.

A variety is a class of algebras in a language ¿2? containing only function

symbols and constants which is closed under homomorphic images, submodels
and products. In this paper, T will be an equational theory in J? . The class of

models of T is a variety. In general one can ask whether there is an algebraic
decomposition theorem if all completions of T are classifiable.

Vaught's conjecture is the statement that if there are fewer than 2N° many

countable models for some countable theory T then there are only countably

many countable models. As is the situation in many cases, the structural infor-

mation gained by considering the uncountable models of a variety leads to an
understanding of the countable models as well. To describe some of the early

work in this area we need some definitions.

Definition 0.1. 1. If j/ is an algebra in the language 5? then a polynomial
of sé is the interpretation in sé of a term in the language SC together with

constants for every a £ A.

2. Two algebras in possibly two different languages are said to be polynomi-

ally equivalent if they have the same underlying set and the same polynomials.

3. An algebra is affine if it is polynomially equivalent to some left .R-module
for some ring R .

4. An algebra sé is called abelian if for every term x(x, y) and every

ä~,b,c and d £ A, if x(ä~, c) = x(b, c) then x(a, d) = x(b, d).
5. A term x(x, y, z) is called a Malcev term for an algebra sé if x(x, x, y)

= y and x(x, y, v) = x hold in sé .
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6. A variety is said to be affine or abelian if all its algebras are.

An important connection between these ideas is found in [9].

Theorem 0.2. An algebra sé is affine iff it is abelian and has a Malcev term.

Another definition which will be important here is a strengthening of abelian.

Definition 0.3. An algebra sé is called combinatorial if for every term x{x ,y)

and every ä, b,c, d and ë £ A , if x(a, c) = x(b, d) then x(â, ë) - x(b, ë).

As usual, a variety is said to be combinatorial if all the algebras in it are.

Remark. This terminology differs from the literature where a combinatorial

algebra is usually called strongly abelian or is said to satisfy the strong term

condition.
A simple example of a combinatorial algebra is one which is essentially unary.

More examples of combinatorial algebras and some discussion can be found in

the introduction of [11]. We will need two specific examples of combinatorial

varieties for what we are about to say.

Definition 0.4. Suppose G is a group. Let S?G be the language with a unary

function symbol for each g £ G. We will write g for this symbol. The variety
of G-sets is axiomatized by (gh)(x) = g(h(x)) for all g, h £ G and e(x) — x

where e is the identity of G. This is just the variety of sets with the group G

acting on them.

Sets is the variety in the empty language with no axioms.

One final definition is

Definition 0.5. If Tx and 2Ç are subvarieties of T then T = T¡ ® T2 means

that y is the variety generated by 'Vx and 'Vi and moreover there is a term
d(x, y) so that d(x, y) = x holds in T¡ and d(x, y) = y holds in 2^. ^
is called the varietal product of ^[ and y2 and d is called a diagonal term.

FAct 0.6. If 3^ and T2 are subvarieties of T and W = 7\ <8> % then for
every sé £ y there is séx £ y~\ and sé2 £ T2 so that sé = séx x sé2 and

moreover the sé¡ 's are unique up to isomorphism.

Discussion 0.7. If sé is an Jz^-algebra then its «th matrix power is an algebra

38 in the language 2" = 5? U {d, p} where d is w-ary and p is unary. The

universe of 38 is An and the constants and functions from Jz? are interpreted

as in sén . d is interpreted in ¿38 by

d((a\, ... , ax„), ... , (a"{ , ... , a"n)) = (a{, ... , a"n)

and p by
p((ax, ... , a„)) = (a2, ... ,a„, ax).

If 'V is a variety then the «th varietal power of 'V is the variety in 2"
generated by the «th matrix power of the free algebra on countably many gen-

erators.
The terminology is justified by considering modules. If y is the variety

of all left J?-modules for some ring R then the «th varietal power of y is

polynomially equivalent to the variety of left M„(J?)-modules.

The following fact explains why when one is considering the number of
models in certain cardinalities, one gets results only up to varietal power. Let

IÇV, X) be the number of nonisomorphic models in y of cardinality X.
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Fact 0.8. If y is any variety in a language 2 and y is any varietal power

of y then I(y, X) = I(y, X) for all X>\2\.

In [1], Baldwin and Lachlan proved, using purely model theoretic means,

that if a variety is K0-categorical then it is Ki -categorical. Their proof did not

give an algebraic characterization of Ki-categorical varieties. Givant [6, 7] and

Palyutin [19] gave an algebraic characterization of these varieties, and in the
No-categorical case, McKenzie [15] further refined their results. What is shown

is that if y is an K0-categorical variety then it is polynomially equivalent to

a varietal power of either the variety of sets or a variety of vector spaces over
a division ring. McKenzie's proof differs from those of Givant and Palyutin in

that his does not rely on any sophisticated model theory, but rather uses tame
congruence theory. We will say more about this shortly.

The case of affine varieties is of course tied closely to the case of varieties

of modules. In [3], Baur proved that all modules are stable. In [5], Garavaglia

gave algebraic characterizations, via conditions on chains of positive primitive

subgroups, of when a module is superstable or «-stable. Since varieties are

closed under products, a variety of modules is superstable (all completions are

superstable) exactly when all modules are «-stable. In [2] it is shown that if the

variety of modules over a countable ring has few countable models then every

module over the ring is «-stable. Rings with this property must be left pure-

semisimple. Using these and other facts, Baldwin and Mackenzie characterized

in [2] the possible spectrum functions for congruence modular varieties defined

in a countable language. In particular, Vaught's conjecture for congruence mod-

ular (and as a special case, affine) varieties is verified.
Classifiable combinatorial varieties were dealt with in [11]. A complete char-

acterization of such varieties was also given. In [10], it is shown that the as-
sumption of superstability is enough to obtain this result.

Definition 0.9. 1. A variety is superstable (stable) if the complete theory of each

of its models is superstable (stable).

2. A variety in a countable language is said to have few countable models if
the number of nonisomorphic countable models is less than 2N°.

Definition 0.10. A variety y is structured if there are two subvarieties sé and
¿7 of y which are respectively affine and combinatorial so that y = sé ®S?.

We are now in the position to state the main theorems of this paper.

Theorem 0.11. If y is a superstable variety then y is structured.

Theorem 0.12. If y is a variety with few countable models then y is structured.

These theorems say that the case of superstable varieties and varieties with

few countable models comes down to understanding affine and combinatorial

varieties with the same properties. We have already said that a superstable affine

variety is polynomially equivalent to a variety of left /?-modules over a ring R

which is left pure-semisimple. Let us be equally explicit about the combinatorial
case.

The easiest situation is a combinatorial variety with few countable models.

Clearly any variety of C7-sets when G is a finite group is an example of a variety

with few countable models. Any combinatorial variety with few countable mod-

els is polynomially equivalent to the varietal product of finitely many varietal
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powers of G-sets for certain finite groups G. This description is implicit in [11]
but not stated in the same way as here. An immediate corollary to Theorem
0.12 is

Corollary 0.13. Vaught's conjecture holds for varieties.

The case of a superstable combinatorial variety needs a little more prepara-
tion. Suppose that 2 is a multi-sorted language with sorts U\, ... ,U„ and

only unary function symbols and constants. This means that every function

symbol is unary with one sort as domain and one sort as range. The constants

are also sorted. Since we are only going to describe these varieties up to poly-
nomial equivalence we will assume that there is a constant c, with sort U¡ for
every i. Any variety in such a language is called a multi-sorted unary variety.

Now in the language 2, we define the notion of a linear variety (see [11 or
17]). W is called linear if for every pair of terms x(x) and a(x) with the

same domain, W satisfies one of
1. t is constant or a is constant or
2. there is y so that yx = a or
3. there is y so that ya = x.
W is called linear because if you consider any sé £W and a £ A then the

collection of one generated subuniverses of the subuniverse generated by a is

linearly ordered by inclusion.

Suppose that y is a linear multi-sorted unary variety. Then for every sé £

y and a £ A there is a natural quasi-order on the nonconstant elements of

(a). If b, c £ (a) then b < c if there is a term g so that g(c) = b. We say
that y is well founded if this quasi-order is always a well quasi-order.

Now fix a multi-sorted unary variety W and its theory 7\_ We will define

a one sorted language 2, a theory T and a variety W. 2 will contain a

unary function symbol / for every / £ 2 and a constant c for every c £2.

2 will also contain a single «-ary function symbol d. We will describe T

(and W) by describing its models up to isomorphism. Fix sé 1= T. Define an

^-structure sé as follows:

1. If sé = (Ai, ... , A„ , ... J where A¿ is the interpretation of the sort U¡

then let the universe of sé be_A\ x ■ ■ ■ x A„ .

2. Let d be interpreted in sé by

d((a\, ... ,axn), ... , (a?, ... ,a"n)) = (a{, ... ,ann).

3. If / £ 2 has domain U¡ and range [/,- then define / in sé by

J((ax,..., an)) = (ci,..., f(a¿),..., cn).

T
;'

4. If c £ 2 with sort U¡ then interpret c in sé as

(ci, ... ,c, ... , c„).
Î
i

T is the theory of the class of all models sé for sé_ t= T and W is the class

of models of T. It is straightforward to show that W is a variety. Notice that
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sé can be essentially recovered from sé by letting the sorts be the kernels of

d and considering the functions component by component.

A restatement of the main theorem from [11] (and [10]) is

Theorem 0.14. // y is a combinatorial variety then y is superstable iff y

is polynomially equivalent to W for some linear multi-sorted unary variety W

which is well founded.

The usefulness of this theorem will be demonstrated in §4. Basically, any

question about superstable combinatorial varieties reduces to the same question
about well-founded linear multi-sorted unary varieties, the models of the latter

are just trees of one generated subuniverses and so these questions usually have

simple answers.

Before we proceed to the proofs of the main theorems, let us say a word

about the connection between this work and tame congruence theory. Tame
congruence theory is a beautiful piece of mathematics which deals with the

structure of finite algebras. The tools of [ 13] are used in [ 16] to give the definitive

structure of locally finite decidable varieties. One consequence of this work is

Theorem 0.15. If y is a locally finite decidable abelian variety then y has an

affine subvariety sé and a combinatorial subvariety 2 so that y = sé ®2.

In fact, it was this theorem which was the main motivation to undertake this

work. In the end, we do not need to use any results from tame congruence

theory. However we owe a debt to it nonetheless as a source of what might

possibly be proved.

1. Preliminary lemmas and notation

Most of the notation we will use is standard. We draw your attention to a

couple of things. When the distinction between a singleton and a tuple does not

matter we will not differentiate. If sé is a model, (p(x, y) is a formula and

b £ A then <p(A, b) = {a £ A: sé 1= tp(a, b)} . We use (B) for the subuniverse

generated by B.

Definition 1.1. 1. (p is said to be a product formula if whenever sé¡ is an

^-structure for each / e / then

~\sé¡ N (p(a) iff sé¡ t= <p(a(i))   for each i £ I.
i€l

2. A formula <p(x, y) is normal in sé if whenever q>(A, a) n (p(A, b) / 0
for a, b £ A then (¡>(A, a) = <p(A, b).

The following definition of h-formula comes from [18].

Definition 1.2. 1. An h-formula is any formula which is in the smallest set

S which contains all the atomic formulas, is closed under quantification and

conjunction and satisfies the condition that if q> £ S and y/ £ S then 3x<p A

Vx((p -* y/) £S.
2. A positive primitive formula (pp formula or just ppf) is any formula

which is in the smallest set S containing all the atomic formulas and closed

under conjunction and existential quantification.
3. A pp!-formula is either a pp formula or a formula of the form 3\x<p where

(p is a ppf and 3! is short for "there exists unique".
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Remark 1.3. Any pp!-formula is an h-formula.

The following proposition is straightforward. See for example [18].

Proposition 1.4. h-formulas are product formulas.

One final definition which is relevant for our work on Vaught's conjecture.

Definition 1.5. We say a possibly incomplete theory in a countable language is

small if every one of its completions has only countably many complete types

over the empty set. We say an elementary class is small if its theory is small.

There are two crucial properties which will unify all the different cases we

intend to handle in this paper.

Definition 1.6. A class K satisfies the normality condition if all pp!-formulas

are normal in all sé £ K.

Lemma 1.7. If K is a stable class closed under products then K satisfies the

normality condition.

Proof. In fact, all product formulas are normal in any stable class closed under

products. This is basically folklore; for a proof see for example [11] or [18].   D

Lemma 1.8. If K is a class closed under Boolean powers and has few countable

models then K satisfies the normality condition.

Proof. This is essentially Theorem 4.1 of [2]. There they only consider atomic

formulas but the changes required to handle pp!-formulas are minor.   D

Corollary 1.9. If a variety y is stable or has few countable models then y

satisfies the normality condition.

For a proof of the following corollary see either [2] or [11].

Corollary 1.10. If y satisfies the normality condition then y is abelian.

Remark 1.11. In fact, in the previous corollary only the atomic formulas need

be normal.

Definition 1.12. A class K satisfies the tree condition if there is no finitely

generated sé £ K with product formulas (pn(x,y„) and tuples an £ A for

n £ 2<w so that if len(«) = « then

(pn(A,an)¿z,     (pn+x(A,ano),     (pn+x(A, a^) Q(p(A, a^)

and

<Pn+i(A, a,,o)n(pn+i(A, anx) = 2>.

Remark 1.13. In other words, K satisfies the tree condition means that there

is no finitely generated algebra with a uniformly defined binary tree of product

formula defined sets.

Lemma 1.14. // K is superstable and is closed under products then K satisfies

the tree condition.

Proof. Straightforward. The proof is in the same spirit as the proof of Theorem

1.3 of [11]. In fact, in the definition of the tree condition one does not have to

restrict oneself to finitely generated algebras.   D
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Lemma 1.15. If K is a small elementary class then K satisfies the tree condition.

Proof. Clear.   D

Corollary 1.16. If K has a few countable models then K satisfies the tree con-
dition.

Definition 1.17. A class K is called amenable if it satisfies both the normality

condition and the tree condition.

Conclusion 1.18. If y is a variety which
1. is superstable or

2. has few countable models or

3. is stable and small
then y is amenable.

The main technical theorem of this paper which will be proved in §3 is

Theorem 1.19. If y is an amenable variety then y is structured.

Remark 1.20. The combination of Conclusion 1.18 and Theorem 1.19 gives

a proof of Theorems 0.11 and 0.12. It follows then by our discussion in the

introduction that every variety with few countable models is superstable.

2. The affine subvariety

The goal of this section is to prove that the affine algebras and the combina-

torial algebras in an amenable variety form subvarieties.

Definition 2.1. 1. If g(x, ~z) is a term then kerx(g)(ü;v) is the following

formula: Vz(g(ïï, z) - g(v , z)).

2. If a £ Con(sé) then a is called co-affine if sé ¡a is an affine algebra.

3. If 9 £ Con(sé) then 9 is combinatorial if for every a, b,c, d, e £

A and every term x, if adbde, c9d and x(a, c) = x(b, d) then x(e, c) -

r(e,d).

Remark 2.2. 1. Notice that kexx(g) is a product formula and defines an equiv-
alence relation on tuples of elements in any algebra sé . If in addition sé

is abelian then kerx(g) is equivalent in sé to Jy(g{u,y) — g(v,y)). For

any algebra sé , we will not distinguish between the formula ker^(g) and the

equivalence relation it defines on sé .

2. If sé £ y and y is abelian then a £ Con(sé) is co-affine iff sé/a has
a Malcev term.

3. The standard terminology for the term combinatorial is strongly abelian.

The main theorem we will prove in this section is

Theorem 2.3. If y is an amenable variety then there is a term p(x, y) so that

p(p(x, y), z) = p(x, z) holds in y and if sé £ y and 9 = kerx(p) then

1. 9 is the minimal co-affine congruence on sé and
2. 9 is the maximal combinatorial congruence on sé .

Corollary 2.4. If y is amenable then the affine algebras in y form a subvariety.

Proof. In any variety the affine algebras are closed under submodels and homo-
morphisms. It suffices to show that if sé¡ £ y for i £ I are affine algebras then

YljçjSéj is affine. Let p be the term guaranteed by Theorem 2.3. Verx(p) = 0^
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for each / e / and so kerx(p) = 0 in Yl^jSej which means, using Theorem

2.3, that Yli€lséj is affine.   D

Corollary 2.5. If y is amenable then the combinatorial algebras in y form a

subvariety.

Proof. By the previous theorem, the class of combinatorial algebras in y is

axiomatized by the equation p(x, z) = p(y, z) and so this class forms a sub-

variety of y.   O

We will now prove some technical lemmas before the proof of Theorem 2.3

Notation 2.6. If g(x ,y) is a term then we define g"(x, y) inductively by

1- gx(x,y) = g(x,y) and
2. gnx+x(x,y) = gnx(g(x,y),y).

We call g% an iterate of g.

Lemma 2.7. If y is amenable then for every term g(x ,y,u) there is an « e co
so that

g^(g(A ,a,c),d,c) = gnx(g(A ,b,c),d,c)

for all sé £ y and a, b,c, d £ A.

Proof. First of all, it suffices to prove this statement when a = d. Secondly,

it suffices to prove that for any fixed sé £ y there is such an «. Other-

wise, suppose that for every « there is sén so that g"(g(An , an,cn), an,cn) ^

g"(g(An , bn, cn), a„ , cn) for some an, b„ ,c„ £ An . Then no « will work for

Uneven ■
So fix sé £ y and c e A and let x(x, y) = g(x, y, c). Also fix a, b £ A .

We need to show that for some «, inx(x(A, a), a) = tx(x(A , b), a). Suppose

not. That is, assume that for all «, t"(x(A , a), a) n x"(x(A, b, a)) = 0 (use
the normality of pp formulas). Define polynomials am(x, yo, ... , ym-i) by

induction.

1. oo(x,yo) = t(x, y0) and

2. <jm+\(x,yo,...,ym) = x(om(x,y\,... ,ym),yo)-

Let (pm(x,yo, ... , ym-\) = 3z(x = am(z, y0, ... , ym-i)) ■

Suppose n: m —> {a, b} . Then

(pm+\(A, n,a), q>m+\(A, n,b)c tpm(A, n)

and by the fact that sé is abelian,

(pm+\(A, n,a)n<pm+l(A, n,b) = 0.

Hence if no « exists as required then we contradict the tree property in the

algebra generated by a, b and c. Since y is amenable, this cannot happen

and so we are done.   D

Definition 2.8. An equivalence relation E(x; y) is kernel defined if it is the

intersection of finitely many equivalence relations of the form kerx(g) for terms

g(x, z).

Discussion 2.9. Suppose sé is any structure and E is a pp-defined equivalence

relation on A (in our case, usually a kernel defined equivalence). We will call
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sé ¡E an affine structure if there is a term a(x, y, z) on sé which respects E

and for all a, b e A, a(a, b, b)Eo(b, b, a)Ea. That is, a is a Malcev term

on se /E.
Here is how the affine structures will be used. Fix a structure sé with normal

ppfs. Suppose a i and a2 are pp-defined equivalences on sé and a\ properly

refines a2. Moreover, suppose that j//a, is an affine structure with Malcev

term cr, for each i. (In fact it is enough that only sé¡a2 is an affine structure.)

Claim 2.10.  g\ respects a2 and every i*2-class contains at least two ai-classes.

Proof. We treat one variable at a time. Suppose aa2b for some a, b £ A.

o\(a,b,b)a\a   and   0\(b,b,b)a\b

so G\(a,b, b)a2G\(b, b, b). Of course,

a\(a, u, v)a.2G\(a, u, v)   and   0\(a, b, b)a2o\(a, b, b)

so by the normality of ppfs, o\(a, u, v)a2a\(b, u, v). The other variables are
handled similarly.

Now suppose aa2b but a and b are not a j -related. Fix any c. Then

<J\(a, b, c)a2o\(a, a, c) by the claim and so a\(a, b, c)a2c. If Oi(a, b, c)a\C

then G\ (a, a, c)a\0\ (a, b, c) so by the normality of ppfs,

ba\0\(a, a, b)a\0\(a, b, b)ot\a.

This is a contradiction.   D

If 38 is a finitely generated structure and (a, : i £ œ) is a properly descending

chain of kernel defined equivalences so that 38¡on is an affine structure for each

i and ppfs are normal in 38 then every a,-class is refined by an a,+i-class. This

means that 38 would fail the tree condition. Hence if y is amenable then no

finitely generated algebra can have such a descending chain of equivalences.

Lemma 2.11. Suppose y is amenable and x¡(x, y, z) are terms for i < n so
that for every sé £ y, a, b,c £ A and i < «, x¡(A, a,c) = x¡(A, b ,c).

Then if a = f]i<n kery x¿(x ,y,~z),
1. 33 ¡a is an affine structure for any 38 £y and,

2. for any finitely generated 38 £ y there is a kernel defined congruence ß

on 3% so that ß ç a and 38 (ß is affine.

Proof. For the first, it suffices to find a Malcev term on the a-classes. Consider

&, the free algebra on the generators x, y and z. By our assumption, there

are v¡(x, y, z) g F for / < « so that x¡(y, y, z) = t,(ü, , z ,z). By normality,

there is g(x ,y, z) £ F so that x¡(y, x, z) = t<(ü¡ , g, z) for all i < « .

We will show that g respects a and is a Malcev term for the quotient

structure F ¡a. We first show that g(x, x, z) and g(z, x, x) are a-related

to z in y. From the above equalities we can deduce the following, using the

abelian property and the freeness of &,

Xi(x ,X,Z) = Xi(Vi(X ,x,z),z,z)

and

x¡(x ,x,~z) = Xi(Vj(x ,x,z),g(x,x,z),~z)
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for each i < n. Thus g(x, x, z) and z are a-related. A similar argument

can be used to show that g(z, x, x) is a-related to z . It now easily follows

that for any 38 £ y, the term g respects a and is a Malcev term on 38/a.

For the second, fix any term a(y ,w). Let

aa = p| kery xt(x, a(y, w), z).

i<n

For any finite set of terms X, qi = f]o€li aa satisfies the conditions of the first

part of the lemma and so 33^ — 38 /az is an affine structure. If X ç I' then a^

refines a-z. Hence, by the tree property, if 38 is finitely generated, there must

be a finite Z so that ax = f]a aa . The right-hand side is clearly a congruence

and 38¡a-a is affine.   D

Lemma 2.12. Suppose y is amenable. If sé £ y is finitely generated and

ß £ Con(sé) so that sé Iß is affine then there is a kernel defined congruence

~ß ç ß so that sé fß is affine.
More precisely, ß is the intersection of finitely many kernels of polynomials

h(x, y) so that for every 38 £y, a, b £ B, h(B, a) = h(B, b).

Proof. Suppose g(x, y, z) is the Malcev term on sé¡ß . Choose « so that

gnx(g(B, c, a), c, a) = gnx(g(B, c, b), c, a)

for all 38 £ y and a,b,c £ B. (Use Lemma 2.7.) Fix a, c £ A. Let
«(«, v) — g"(g(u, c ,v), c, a) and a = ker„ h(u, v).

a ç ß since any iteration of g is one to one in all variables on sé /ß . By

Lemma 2.11, we can find ß ç a so that sé ¡ß is affine.   D

Definition 2.13. We say that a four variable relation E(x, y; u, v) on an alge-

bra sé is a Malcev relation if it is a kernel defined equivalence relation with

sé satisfying E(x, x ; y, y). A kernel defined four variable relation is said to

be a Malcev relation for the variety y if it defines a Malcev relation on every

algebra in y.
If E is a Malcev relation then the kernel of E is the relation 9e(x , v) =

E(x ,x;x,y).

Remark 2.14. Note that if y is abelian then the kernel of a Malcev relation

is kernel defined.
Further note that if sé is an algebra in an amenable variety and a is a kernel

defined equivalence on A with Malcev term g, then the relation E(x, y; u, v)

defined by g(x, y, u)av is a Malcev relation. The original affine structure on
A/a can be recovered from the relation E.

Lemma 2.15. If y is abelian and E is Malcev then 9e is an equivalence

relation.

Proof. E(x, x; x, x) always holds so 9e is reflexive. If E(x, x; x, y) holds

then since y is abelian and E is kernel defined E(y, x; y, y) holds so by

the symmetry of E, 9e is symmetric. For essentially the same reason, 9e is
transitive.   G
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Lemma 2.16. Assume y is amenable.

1. If E(x, y; u, v) is a Malcev relation and g is a unary polynomial then
E(g(x). g(y) ; g{u), g(v)) is a Malcev relation.

2. The intersection of finitely many Malcev relations is Malcev.

3. For any Malcev relation E, there is a term g(y, x, z) so that

E(x,y; z, g(y, x, z))

holds in y. Notice the order of the variables in g.

4. If E is Malcev on sé then sé ¡9e is an affine structure.

Proof. The first two are easy. For the third, notice that

y N 3wE(x, x ; x, w) A 3wE(x, x ; z, w) A 3wE(x, y ; x, w).

By the normality of ppfs, y t= 3wE(x, y ; z, w). In the free algebra then we

can find the required term g to witness this w .

For the fourth, the g from 3 provides the Malcev term. Note that

E(x,x;z,z)   and   E(x, x; z, g(x, x, z))

hold and so g(x, x, z)9ez . Also, E(z, x ; z, g(x, z, z)) and E(z, x ; z, x)

hold. Since y is abelian then E(x, x; x, g(x, z, z)) also holds. This shows

that g(x, z, z)9ex ■ It is clear that g respects 9e and so g is a Malcev term

on sé/9E.   □

Proposition 2.17. If y satisfies the normality condition and 9 = Ç]{9e'. E w

Malcev in y} then for all sé £y,
1. 9 is a congruence and

2. 9 is the maximal combinatorial congruence on sé .
In addition, if y is amenable and sé is finitely generated then 9 is the min-

imal co-affine congruence on sé and for some term g(u, v), 9 = kerv(g(u, v))

on sé.
More precisely, if a(x, y, z) is a Malcev term for sé ¡9 and « is such that

ax(cr(B, d,b),d, a) = a^(a(B, d, c), d, a)

for all 38 £ y and a, b, c, d £ B and if g(u, v) = ax(a(u, w, v), w, z)

then 9 = kerv(g(u, v)).

Proof. By Lemma 2.16 and the fact the 9 is the intersection of all 9e , it is

clear that 9 is a congruence.

Now we need to show that 9 is combinatorial. Suppose we have term

x(x ,y\, ... ,yn) ■ By the normality of pp formulas, we know that

y F- Vabcd(x(a, c) = x(b, d) -* Ve3fx(e, c) = x(f, d)).

It follows that there is a term f(a, b ,c, d, e) so that

y h Vabcde(x(a, c) = x(b, d) -+ x(e, c) = x(f(a,b,c,d,e), d)).

Consider the equivalence relations

E = kerabx(f(a, b, c, d, e),w)   and   E¡ = kerc.d.x(f(a, b,c,d, e),w).

By the abelian property and the definition of /, E and E¡ are Malcev.
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Suppose x(a, c) = x(b, d) with a9b and c9d. At least then aaEab and

di diE¡Ci dj. So
x(a,c) = x(f(a, b,c,d, a),d)

= x(f(a,a,c,d,a),d)

= r(/(a, a,d,d, a), 2)

= x(a,d).

This is enough to show that 9 is combinatorial.

Suppose that a £ Con(j/) and a is combinatorial. We want to show that
a Ç 9 . Choose a, b £ A so that aab . Now for any Malcev relation E, we

have aaEbb. But since a is combinatorial, it follows that aaEab. That is,

a9sb. Since this is true for all such E, a ç 9 .

Now suppose in addition that y is amenable and sé is finitely generated.

Then by the tree property, 9 is the intersection of finitely many (and hence one)

9e 's for Malcev relations E. By Lemma 2.16, 9 is a co-affine congruence.

Let us show that there is a minimal co-affine congruence on sé . By Lemma

2.12, the intersection of all co-affine congruences on sé is equal to the inter-

section of all kernel defined co-affine congruences and moreover, kernel defined

congruences with the property mentioned in Lemma 2.12. The intersection of

such congruences is co-affine by Lemma 2.11 and the fact that sé is finitely

generated.

So now we have a minimal co-affine congruence on sé ; call it a. We know
a ç 9 and we want to show a = 9 . It is enough to show that a is the kernel of

some Malcev relation. So suppose that a(x, y, z) is a Malcev term on sé /a.

Let « be chosen so that

a^(a(A,c, a), c, a) = a^(a(A, c, b), c, a)

for all a, b, c £ A. Let g(u, v) - a^(a(u, c, v), c, a). If ß - kerv(g(u, v))

then by Lemma 2.11, sé¡ß is an affine structure. Let h(x, y, z) be a Malcev

term for sé ¡ß . Consider

E(x,y;x', y') :=: Vuz(g(u, h(x, y, z)) = g(y, h(x', y', z))).

It is easy to prove that E is Malcev and 9e Q ß Qa so in fact 9 — 9e ■

In addition, we have also proved that 9 = ß which is exactly what the last

line of the proposition states.   D

Now we are ready to prove Theorem 2.3.

Proof of Theorem 2.3. Proposition 2.17 is almost what we need at least for

finitely generated algebras. The problem is that the g mentioned there may

vary from algebra to algebra. Let us show this cannot happen.

Let gn(x) be a polynomial so that kerx(gn) is the minimal co-affine con-

gruence on S^ , the free algebra on « generators. Use the term provided by

Lemma 2.17 to get such a polynomial.

Suppose a £ Con(^) and 9 = ker^g«). Clearly 9 V a is co-affine and

by the minimality of 9, it is the minimal co-affine congruence above a. By

Proposition 2.17 and our choice of gn , it is clear that kerx(gn) is the minimal

co-affine congruence in S^/a.
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Now consider &~2. For any « > 1, we can consider &i as a homomorphic

image of ^ . By the considerations above, we see that kerx(^) = kerA:(g„) on

Claim 2.18. kerx(g2) = kerx(gn) in all of y.

Proof. Since y is abelian, we need only consider 2-generated algebras. Sup-

pose 38 is one. Again, by the considerations above, since 38 is a homomor-

phic image of ^ and SF2, the minimal co-affine congruence on 33 is given by

kerx(g2) and ktxx(gn). Hence ksxx(g2) = kerx(gn) on 33 .   D

Let g = g2. It is important to remember where g comes from. By Proposi-

tion 2.17, g is an iterate of the Malcev term on !F2/9 . Suppose that g(a)9g(b)

for some a, b £ F2. Then g(a/9) = g(b/9) in S%/9 . Since g is an iterate of

the Malcev term, it is one-to-one on ^2/9 so a/9 = b/9 . That is, a9b in ^
i.e. g(a) = g(b). Any iterate of the Malcev term is onto in ^2/9 so we have

proved that the range of g intersects each 0-class in ^ exactly once.

Let p(x, y) be in the range of g and 0-related to x in ^. Hence we have

g(x) = g{p{x,y)) and for some z we have g(z) = p(x,y). Using these

facts we see that g(x) = g(p(p(x, y), y)) and />(/>(.x, y), y) is in the range of
g . So in «^, p(p(x,y),y) = p(x, y). Since y is abelian, p(p(x,y),z) =

p(x, z) holds in y.

Claim 2.19.  ker^g) = kerx(p(x, y)) holds in y.

Proof. Since #(/>(•*, y)) - g(x) we already have one inclusion. For the other

direction, suppose 33 £y, a, b £ B and a9b. Since y is abelian, we can

assume 33 is generated by a and b. Hence 33 is a homomorphic image of

^ . er is the Malcev term on ^2/9 so it is also the Malcev term on 33/9 . g

is an iterate of a . Now for any c £ B, p(a, c)9p(b, c) and they are in the

range of g since this is true equationally in ^ . By the argument used above

then p(a, c) = p(b, c).   D

Suppose a is the Malcev term on SFi/9 . It is straightforward to write equa-

tions using a and p so that in all of y, ktxx(p) is a co-affine congruence

with Malcev term a. Moreover, since kerx(p) is combinatorial in all finitely
generated algebras, it is combinatorial in all algebras.

Now suppose that sé is any algebra in y, 9 is kerx(p) in sé and a is

co-affine in sé . We want to show 9 ç a. Suppose not. Choose a, b which are

0-related but not a-related. Let sé' = (a, b). If 9' = 9 \ A' and a' = a \ A'
then 9' is kerx(/?) on sé' and a' is co-affine. So 9' ç a', a contradiction.

The fact that 0 is the maximal combinatorial congruence in sé is proved

similarly.   D

Remark 2.20. We have introduced the property of being amenable in order to

present a single proof that handles both the superstable variety case and the case
of a variety having few countable models. This works well enough, but at times

certain things become obscured. For example, the proof that the affine algebras

in a superstable variety are closed under products is almost immediate and we

will include the proof. Those reading only for Vaught's conjecture can safely

skip over the following theorem.

The key point is that Lemma 2.11 holds for all ß £ y if y is superstable

and not just for finitely generated algebras.
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Theorem 2.21. If y is superstable then the affine algebras in y are closed

under products.

Proof. Suppose that sei is an affine algebra in y for all i £ I. Let g¿(x, y, z)

be a Malcev term for sé¡. By superstability and Lemma 2.7, there is an « so

that
(g?)x(g¡(A,y,zl),y,z) = (g¡')x(gl(A,y,z2),y,z)

for any sé £y and y, z\, z2, z £ A . Let

h(u ,v) = (g")x(gi(u ,y,v),y,z).

We suppress mention of y and z . By Lemma 2.11, there is a kernel congruence

a, ç ker„«,(w, v) so that sé/a¡ is affine for all sé £ y. Moreover, notice

that since g¡ is the Malcev term on sé¡, ker„ «,(«, v) = 0 in sé¡.

By Lemma 2.11 and superstability, there is a finite lo Q I so that

f|ai=fl=a
iei ie/0

and sé /a is affine for all sé £y. But now if we consider YlieIséi component

by component, we see that a is 0 on this product. Hence, Y\i€lséi is affine.   D

3. The decomposition

It is instructive to consider where we are now in the proof of the main the-

orem, Theorem 1.19. If y is an amenable variety then by Corollary 2.4, the
affine algebras of y form a subvariety and by Corollary 2.5, the combinato-

rial algebras in y form a subvariety. Moreover, since the only algebra which

is both combinatorial and affine is the trivial algebra, it follows that for every

sé £ y, there are minimal a, ß £ Con(sé) so that sé/a is combinatorial,
sé/ß is affine and a\Jß = \A. What we do not know now is whether aAß = 0A

(that is, whether y is the join of the combinatorial and affine subvarieties) and
whether a and ß commute. As it turns out we will achieve these two goals

simultaneously. The underlying reason is that a and ß will both be kernel

defined and we have the following fact which is easily proved.

Fact 3.1. If a and ß are two pp defined equivalence relations on sé and ppfs

are normal in sé then a and ß commute.

We will not use this fact explicitly.

An example to keep in mind throughout this section is the following.

Example 3.2. Suppose 2 has function symbols {p, +} and a constant 0. p

is unary and + is binary. The axioms for the variety say that p is idempotent

and + is associative as well as p(0) — 0, p(x + 0) = p(x), x + x = 0 and

p(x +y) = p(x) + p(y) = x + y .
The kernel of p is a congruence on any algebra in this variety. Modulo this

congruence the algebra is affine and polynomially equivalent to a vector space
over the two element field. The kernel of p is easily seen to be combinatorial.

This variety is unstable since there is no control over the size of the pre-

image of any element in the range of p. This lack of connection between the

congruence classes of the minimal co-affine congruence will be the only obstacle

in the proof of Theorem 1.19.
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Notation 3.3. Throughout this section, y will be an amenable variety. Theo-

rem 2.3 guarantees the existence of a term p with the properties listed there.

These will be fixed as well. In any algebra, 9 will be k&rx(p). Hence sé/9

is affine for any sé £ y.    &n  will be the free algebra on the generators

X\ , ... , xn .

Definition 3.4. we say that two equivalence relations a and ß on a set A are

cross cutting or a cross cuts ß if a n ß = 0^ and ao ß = ß oa= lA.

Remark 3.5. Two cross cutting equivalence relations are sometimes called a pair

of complementary factor relations in the literature.

The main proposition before the proof of Theorem 1.19 is

Proposition 3.6. There is a kernel defined equivalence relation a on ^ which

cross cuts 9.

We need a number of technical definitions and lemmas before the proof of

Proposition 3.6.

Definition 3.7. If ß £ Con(j/) and d(x) is some polynomial then d is said

to /f-depend on x if there are a, b £ A so that aßb and d(a) ^ d(b).

Definition 3.8. Suppose that ß is a congruence on sé . We say that the poly-

nomial d(x\, ... , xn) of sé is a /?-decomposition if
1. d(x, ... , x) — x holds in sé and,
2. d yS-depends on each x¡.

Remark 3.9. If d(x\, ... , xn) is a /?-decomposition polynomial for the algebra

sé , and ß is a combinatorial congruence, then the choice of parameters used

to define d only depend on the /?-classes of the parameters, i.e., if for some
term t and elements a, from A we have d(x) = t(x; a\, ... , am), and if

üißbj for all i < m , then d(x) = t(x ; b\, ... , bm). This follows since

t(x;b) = t(t(x;b),...,t(x;b);a),

sé is abelian and ß is combinatorial.

Definition 3.10. Suppose that ß is a congruence on sé and d(x\, ... , x„)

and d'(x\, ... , xn+\) are /?-decompositions. We say that d < d' if there is

an i < n so that d(x\, ... , x„) = d'(x\, ... , x¡■, x¡■, ... , x„) holds in sé .

Fact 3.11. Suppose ß £ Con(sé), d(x\, ... , x„) is a ß-decomposition and ß
is combinatorial. If a'j £ A for 1 < /, j < n and a'jßa'k for all 1 < i, j, k < n

then

d(d(a\, ... , axn), ... , d(aï, ... , a"n)) = d(ax, ... , a"n).

Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 1.5 from [11].   D

Lemma 3.12. Suppose y is amenable and sé is finitely generated. If ß is a

congruence defined by a product formula and ß is combinatorial in sé then

there is a maximal ß-decomposition. That is, there is a ß-decomposition d so

that there is no ß-decomposition d' with d < d'.

Proof. Otherwise we contradict the tree condition; not unlike the proof of The-

orem 1.7 from [11].    D
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Remark 3.13. 1. Suppose a is the Malcev term on &i/d. Let y be the

congruence generated by identifying p(x$, x{) and p(a(x2, x\, x$), x\). Let
2? — &i/y . Fix t*, y and a for the next lemma. The subalgebra generated by

x\/y > x2/y and x$/y is isomorphic to ^ . To see this suppose 33 £ y and
a\, a2, a-*, £ 33 . Let a$ = o(a2, a\, a?) and let h be the homomorphism from

S% to 33 extending the map sending x, to a¡. Since «(X4) = h(a(x2, X\, X3)),

certainly y is contained in the kernel of « . Hence, « factors through 2? . This

is enough to show that the subalgebra generated by x\/y, x2/y and x-$/y is iso-

morphic to ^ . We will identify it with ^.
2. We will also use Í? in the following way. Suppose 2' — 2ö{u{, u2, «3,

1/4} where the u¡ 's are new constants. Consider the axioms of y together with

the new axiom p(u$, U\) = p(a(u2, U\, «3), u\). If ÏF* is the free algebra
generated by the constants of this theory in 2' then 2? is just its reduct to

2.
We will prove

Lemma 3.14. On & there is a kernel defined equivalence relation a which cross

cuts 9.

Proof. Let x(x) be the polynomial p(x, x\) (recall that we have identified the

element X\/y in 2? with the free generator x\ in &¡). Then from Theorem

2.3 we know for all a, b £ G that a9x(a) and if a9b then x(a) = x(b). Let
p(x, y, z) = x(a(x, y, z)). It follows that p is a Malcev term on the range

of T.
If the congruence 9 = 9q, then & is affine and we choose a to be lc-

Otherwise 9 ^ Og and so there will be some maximal ^-decomposition poly-

nomial d(x\, ... , xn) in &. Let us show that we can choose d so that the

only parameters needed to define it are the elements x\ and x2. Suppose

that d(x) = t(x; x\, x2, x-¡, u) for some term t. Then we have the following
equality in &,

t(x\, ... , x\ ; X\, x2 , Xt, , u) — X\.

If we substitute x\ for x^ and x2 for u in the above equality, then we get

that

t(X\ , ... , X\\ X\, X2, X\, X2) = X\

holds in 2?. This follows from the remarks contained in 3.9 and the fact that

p(x2, xi) = p(a(x2, xi, xi), Xi). So,

t(X[, ... , Xi ; Xi, x2, X3, u) = t(x\, ... , x\\ x\, x2, X\, x2)

in 2/  and thus by the abelian property we can conclude that

d(x) = t(x; xi, x2, xi, X2)

for all x in G.
For each i < n, let

ä\-(x) = d(x(x), ... ,x, ... , t(x))
T

and let D¡ be the range of a",. Notice that by Fact 3.11, d,(dj(x)) = d¡(x).

Claim 3.15. There are polynomials e,(x) for i < « so that
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1. if (u, v) £ kexx Ei(x) n 9 n D¿ then u = v and

2. for every a £ D, and b £ G there is c £ D¡ so that c9b and (a, c) £

kerxe¡(x).

Assume the claim and let us prove the lemma. Let a = f|"_j kerx Si(dj(x)).

Suppose that (a, b) £ a n 9. d¡(a) and d¡(b) are in D, and, since a and

b are 0-related, they are 0-related. (a, b) £ a so (d¡(a), d¡(b)) £ ker^e,(x).

By part 1 of the claim, it follows that d¡(a) = d¡(b) for all /'. Of course

then d(di(a),...,dn(a)) = d(dx(b), ... ,dn(b)). But a9x(a), b9x(b), 9 is
combinatorial and a* is a ¿^-decomposition so by Fact 3.11 the first term is a

and the second is b . This shows that 9 n a = Og ■

Now suppose that we have any pair a and b . We want to find c so that aac

and b9c and this will tell us that 9 and a are cross cutting. By the second

part of the claim, for every i, there is c, so that c¡9b and (d¡(a), di(c¡)) £

kerxe,(x). Let c = d(d\(c\), ... , d„(c„)). Since 0 is a congruence, c9b and

since 9 is combinatorial caa . Now let us prove the claim.

Proof of Claim 3.15. To prove the claim we must construct the e, 's. The cases

are all identical so to spare notation, we will concentratejm the first variable of

d. Let d(x) = d(x, x(x), ... , t(x)) and write a* for d(a). Let u = X4/7 .

Let Dw = {a* : a9w} and let D be the range of d. Let ß be the congruence

obtained by collapsing DX{, DXl and DX}. Since Dx¡ is contained in the 9-

class of Xi and 9 is a congruence, ß ç 9 . Hence in the algebra 'S'/ß, 9/ß

is the minimal co-affine congruence. So if v/ß9xi/ß in S?/ß then it follows

that v9x¡ in *§. Hence v* £ Dx¡. So î?j'ß satisfies the formulas saying that

there is a unique element in Dw when w is any one of X\/ß, x2/ß or X3/ß .

That is, if

<p(x, y, z) — 3\w"w £ rng(d)   and   w9p(x, y, z)"

then if we write x, for x¡/ ß ,

S/ß 1= <p(Xi , Xi , Xi) A <p(Xi , Xi , X3) A Í3(X2 , Xi , Xi).

9> is a pp!-formula so by normality of such formulas we have

S/ß\=<p(x2,xux3).

That is, u* is ß-related to p(x2, xi, X3).

This means that there is a sequence v0, ... , vk so that i;o = u* and v^ =

p(x2, Xi, X3), polynomials f for 1 = 1, ... , k and pairs (a,,/?,-) € DXt U

Ö^UD^ so that //(a<) =_«,_! and fi(ßi) = vi.

By replacing /¡ with o'(^), we can assume that all of the w, are in Z)u.

Without loss, we can assume there is e* G DXt and polynomial «* so that

either

1. h*(e*) = u* and h*(x(x{))^u* or
2. «*(t(xi)) = m* and h*(e*)¿u*.
Consider the first case. Suppose that «* is h*(w , X\, x2, x-¡, u) and that

e* is e*(xi, x2, x3, u). We have

«*(e*(xj, x2, x3, u), X\, x2, X3, u) = u*

holds in îf. By 3.13, if we let X3 = x\ and u = x2 then the equation

«*(ß*(Xi , X2 , Xi , X2) , X] , X2 , Xi , x2) = x2
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holds in y. Let e(xi, x2) = e*(xi, x2, X\, x2). Clearly we have e(xi, x2)0xi.

Let h(w, Xi, x2) = h*(w, X\, x2, X\, x2). We have h(e(x\, x2), xi, x2) =

x2 . If h(e(x\, x2), x\, x2) 0-depends on both x2 variables in ^ then it
does in 2? which would contradict the maximality of d. Suppose it does not

0-depend on the first.

Claim 3.16. «(a, xi, -) is one-to-one from D to D.

Proof. Suppose h(a, X\, v) = h(a, Xy, v') where v , v' £ D. Then

v — «(e(a, v), a, v) = h(e(a, v), a, v').

But e(a, v)9e(a, v') so h(e(a, v), a, v)9v'. Therefore v9v'. But then

v = h(e(a, v), a,v) = h(e(a, v), a, v') = h(e(a, v'), a, v') = v'

since there is no ^-dependence on the first x2 variable.   D

Claim 3.17. For any b, c £ G, h(b, X\, D) = h(c, X\, D).

Proof. Suppose not. By the normality of pp formulas, this means

h(b ,x\,D)f\ h(c ,x\,D) = 0.

We will define a family of pp-defined sets Un for n £ {b, c}<w so that for

each n G «, the sets Un with len(n) = « are defined as instances of the same

formula. Moreover, if n £ {b, c}<w then U^, Unc ç U,, and U^ n Unc — 0.

This will contradict the tree condition.
In fact, Vn will be the image of D under a polynomial. Define j(v, w) =

h(v, x\,w). We define polynomials jn(vo, ■ ■ ■ , v„-\, w) inductively. Let jo

be the identity and j\(v0, w) = j(v0, w). If j„ has been defined, let

Jn+l(V0, ... ,Vn,w)=j„(v0, ... ,Vn-i,j(Vn,W)).

For « G {b, c}<w of length « , let U,¡ = jn(n, D). Using the fact that /' is

one to one in its second variable, it is easy to verify that {Un: n £ {b, c}<0)}

has the desired properties.   D

Using the claim now, we see that by Lemma 2.11, there is a co-affine congru-

ence contained in ker^ h(w , xi, X3). Since 9 is the minimal co-affine congru-

ence on Í?, it follows that 9 ç ker^ h(w , Xi, X3). But

ker„,(«) = kerw(h*(w, Xi, x2, X3, u))   and   e*0t(xi)

which contradicts h*(e*) ^ h*(x(x\)) in 2?.
Therefore there must be no ^-dependence in the second x2 variable in

«(e(x., x2), xi, x2).

Claim 3.18. e(xi, -) is one-to-one from DX2 to DXl .

Proof. Suppose v , v' £ DX2 and e(x\, v) = e(x\, v'). Then

v = h(e(x\, v), xi, v) = h(e(x\, v'), x\, v) = «(e(xi, v'), xi, v') = v'

by the lack of 0-dependence in the second x2 variable.   D

e is the function we are looking for. We have just proved that

9 n ker„, e(xi, w) n D2 - 0.
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Now we need to see that for every b, c £ D there is d £ D so that e(xi, d) =

e(xy, b) and d9c. This will follow if we can show that e(xi, Db) = e(xi, Dc)

for any b and c.

Claim 3.19. e(xi, Db) = e(xi, Dc) for any b, c £ G.

Proof. It will suffice to show e(xi, DXl) = e(xi, Db) for any b £ G. Suppose

not. Then by normality of pp formulas e(xi, DXl) n e(xi, Db) = 0. We will
now contradict the tree condition. Note that by Claim 3.18 and abelianness,

e(b, -) is one-to-one from DXi to Db .

Write ev(w) for e(v, w) and define polynomials £,, and definable sets Un
for « G 2<w inductively:

1. 6( ) is the identity.
2. £,,0 = 6,, o eX], e,i =£,oe4.

3. U() = G.
4. Uno = e„{DXl) and U„\ = en(Db).
Using the injectivity of £ , it is easy to see that this uniformly pp-definable

family of sets contradicts the tree condition.   D

We are now left with the second case. As in the first case, we can write «*

and display all its variables. We get h*(x(x\, X\, x2, x-$, u) = u*. Again, by
letting Xi = X3 and u = x2 we have h*(x(x\), x\, x2, X\, x2) — x^ holds in
y.

This time though, there can only be 0-dependence in the last variable of
«* since this is the only place where u appears. Claims 3.16 and 3.17 now

go through virtually unchanged and we arrive at the same contradiction. This

finishes the proof of the lemma,   a

Proof of Proposition 3.6. There are two ways of viewing the relationship be-

tween 92 and 2?. first, the subalgebra generated by X\/y and x2/y in 2? is

isomorphic to 9~2 so we can think of 9~2 as a subalgebra of 2?. Second, the

homomorphism from ^ to ^ sending Xi and X3 to Xi and x2 and X4 to

x2 factors through 2? so 9~2 is a homomorphic image of 2?.
Now fix the a which cross cuts 9 on 2?. Using the second fact, it is clear

that in ^, there is a ô so that X\9ô and x2aS . Using the first fact, we see

that this S is unique. From this we conclude that a cross cuts 9 on ^.   D

Theorem 1.19. If y is amenable then y is structured.

Proof. On ^, there is the pair of cross cutting equivalence relations a and 9

as guaranteed by Proposition 3.6. Let d(x\, x2) be the element of 9^ which

is 0-related to Xi and a-related to x2 .

It is immediate that d(x, y) is a diagonal term for y, that 9 - kerx(a"(x, y))

and a — kery(d(x, y)). If a and b are in the same 0-class we say that they

have the same first component and if they are in the same a-class we say they

have the same second component.
We will now prove that a is a congruence. We need the following fact which

is a restatement of Lemma 7.3 from [16].

Fact 3.20. Suppose y is abelian, 33 £_y and x(x, y) is a term. If ß g

Con(^) is combinatorial and a, b,c, d £ B then if x(a, c) = x(b, d) and

x(a, c)ßx(b, c) then x(a, c) — x(b, c).
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Note that the conclusion of this fact is stronger than saying ß is combina-

torial since there is no restriction on a, b,c and d.
Now suppose aab in 92. That is, a and b have the same second compo-

nent. Let « be a unary polynomial on ¡F2 and let a be the Malcev term on

Sr2/9.We have

d(a, h(a)) = d(a, h(d(a(a, a, a), a)))

= d(a, h(d(a(a, b, b), a)))

and
d(a, h(d(a(a, a, a), a)))9d(a, h(d(a(a, a, b), a)))

since they have the same first component. By Fact 3.20, we have

d(a, h(d(a(a, a, a), a))) = d(a, h(d(a(a, a, b), a))).

That is, h(a) and h(d(a(a, a, b), a)) have the same second component. But

d(a(a, a, b), a) = d(b, a) = d(b, b) = b

so h(a)ah(b).
Now any algebra with minimal co-affine congruence 1 is combinatorial. Hence

the combinatorial algebras form a subvariety satisfying d(x, z) = d(y, z). For

any algebra sé , sé /9 is affine and sé /a is combinatorial so y is the join of

these subvarieties. Moreover, d is a diagonal term so we have shown that y

is structured.   D

4. Applications of the structure theorem

4.1. The spectrum function. The calculation of the uncountable spectrum for

varieties of countable type was achieved by Palyutin and announced in [20]. In-

deed, Palyutin and Starchenko [21] calculated the spectrum for all Horn classes.
Using Theorem 0.11, it is possible to give an alternative calculation which has

a more algebraic component.

For this subsection, 2 is countable. Suppose y isa variety in 2. If y is
unsuperstable then by [23], I(y, X) = 2X for all X > No (see Discussion 0.7 for

the definition of I(y, X)). If y is superstable then by Theorem 0.11, there is

an affine subvariety sé and a combinatorial subvariety W so that y = sé <s>W.
By Fact 0.6 then for all X > N0 ,

i(y, x) = £(/(.$•, k) • /(§?, x) + i(sé, x) ■ i(W, k)) + i(sé, x) • i(&, x).

It follows then that we need only calculate the spectrum functions for affine and

combinatorial varieties.
The case of an affine variety has been handled by Baldwin and McKenzie in

[2].

Theorem 4.1. If sé is a superstable affine variety then I(sé , NQ) is exactly one

of the following functions of a for a > 0,
1. some fixed finite number,
2. 2*°,
3. |a + ûj|,
4. |a + 2No|,

5. ¡a + <y|No.
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The case of a combinatorial variety was discussed in [11]. Although a method

for determining the spectrum was discussed at the end of §2 of that paper, the

list of functions given in §3 implicitly relied on [20]. To demonstrate this
approach's independence from [20] and for completeness, we will include an

outline of the calculation here.
Assume f is a superstable combinatorial variety. By comments made in

the introduction or in [10] and in §2 of [11], for the purposes of calculating

the spectrum function, we can assume ^ is a linear multi-sorted unary variety
which is well founded.

To make the following description easier, we make the following conserva-

tive change to fê. Introduce a new constant for every term which is provably

constant in £? and interpret it as the value of this term in each algebra in ^ .

Every algebra 33 £ fê is naturally associated to a tree; the tree of 1-generated

subuniverses. Call this Sub(^). The fact that ^ is linear guarantees that

what would otherwise just be a partial order is a tree. Notice that if a, b £

Sub(^) then a n b is either empty or in Sub(^). This follows from the well-

foundedness of £P . Although this tree is a canonical choice for each algebra,
it may have infinite descending chains which make it unsuitable for use in

calculating the spectrum. We define another, less canonical, tree.

If 33 £ ^ and a, b, c £ Sub(^) then we say that b and c are in the same

component above a if b n c $. a . By the linearity of ^, this is an equivalence

relation on those elements of Sub(^) which are not contained in a .

Now suppose 33 £% . We will build this new tree by levels and it will have

elements of Sub(^) as nodes. Let the constant subuniverse be the root or, if
there are no constants, artificially let the empty set be the root.

On the first level, choose one representative from each component above the

root. These will be the nodes on the first level.

Suppose a is on level « - 1 and b is a successor on level «. Pick one

representative from component above b among elements which are in the same
component as b above a. These will be the successors of b on level « + 1.

This defines a tree 3a from 33. Now suppose a £ B. Is there a b £ P

with a £ bl We can view \J3° as a subalgebra of 33 . Consider (a) n \}3P.
This equals d for some d £ Sub(^). There is a b £ P least so that d ç b.

If a ^ (J P then when we considered b , we did not choose anything from the
component above b containing a which goes against the construction of 3s .

So 3° exhausts 33 .
Now consider the rank of 3a . If the rank is undefined this is equivalent to

the condition called the ascending chain condition (Definition 2.19 from [11]).

It was proved there (Theorem 2.20) that if ^ satisfies the ascending chain

condition then !{$?, X) = 2X for all X > N0 • So assume that W satisfies the

ascending chain condition i.e. the rank of 3s is always defined.

Let 8@ be the supremum of all the ranks of all the trees which could be

formed in this way from 33 . By standard arguments in 2WxW (see for example

[14]) if 8gg > coi then W satisfies the ascending chain condition so 8$ < co\.

In fact, if 8 , the depth of W, is the supremum of all 8g$ over all 33 G ̂  then
by the same argument 8 < co\. Now let us argue that 8 is not a limit ordinal.

How could 8 be a limit ordinal? For this to happen, there would have to

be 33¡ £ fê with associated trees 3*¡ for i < co so that the rank of 3°i was
8i and the limit of the 8¡ 's and 8 . Now in a unary (or multi-sorted unary)
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variety, there is a natural way to "glue" algebras together. For suppose that
séo ç séi, sé2. Then we can form the disjoint union of sé\ and sé2 over séo
and obtain an algebra which is in any variety which contains sé\ and sé2. What

we would like to do here is glue the B¡ 's together over the constant subuniverse.

The only problem is that the constant subuniverses may not be isomorphic.

However, it we consider the congruence which collapses all the constants in a

single sort to one element in every sort which has a constant then this will only

change the root of 3s, and make inessential changes to the nodes. So without

loss, we can assume that the constant subuniverse in the 38¡ 's are the same and

glue them together to form an algebra of depth at least 8 . So the depth of the

variety is at least 8 + 1.
Now if 8 > co then the techniques used in §5 of [8] can easily be adapted to

show that I(W, Na) is the minimum of 2N° and 3s(\a + co\).

If 8 < co then for each 38 £ W we can return to Sub(^). This now is a

canonical choice for the tree associated with 38 and 8 is just one more than

the length of the longest chain of one-generated subuniverses in any algebra in

^. It is not hard to show that in this case /(^\ Na) is the minimum of 2N°

and one of the following functions of a

1. some fixed finite number,

2. 2N°,

3. nS-2(\a + X\K) where X£{co, 2*°} and zcg{1, «,2n°}.

Putting this all together then we get

Theorem 4.2. If y is a countable variety then I(y, NQ) is the minimum of

2N° and exactly one of the following functions of a,

1. some fixed finite number,
2. 2*°,
3. some finite number for a < co and \a\ for a> co,

4. ns(\a + X\K) for some 8 < co, X£{co, 2*°} and k g {1, co, 2^},
5. 3<j(|a + co\), co < 8 < co\ and 8 not a limit ordinal,

6. 2«°.

Remark 4.3. It is interesting to note that it follows from what we have said

that if a variety is superstable then it has NDOP. That is, if sé £ y and
y is superstable then Th(sé) has NDOP. Although this is a consequence of

our theorem, we have no direct explanation for it. To be specific, if sé is an

algebra so that Th(sé) is superstable with DOP then we know that y (sé) is

unsuperstable but we do not know how to construct, from sé , an unsuperstable

algebra.

4.2. If sé is any structure and T = Th(sé) then the «-companion Th of T

is the theory of the reduced product séw /9 where 9 is the Fréchet filter. Th

is a Horn theory. In [20], Palyutin states the following elimination of quantifiers

result.

Theorem 4.4. If Th is superstable and has NDOP then T has elimination of

quantifiers up to Boolean combinations of ppfs and formulas in one free variable.

Now suppose sé is an algebra and y (sé) is superstable. Then of course

séw/SF £ y (sé) so by Palyutin's theorem, T\\(sé) has an elimination of quan-

tifiers as stated. However, in the case of varieties, this is easy to see. Here is a

sketch.
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Any formula is equivalent in a superstable variety to a pair of formulas; one

about the combinatorial factor and one about the affine factor. It is well known

that any formula in an affine variety is equivalent to a Boolean combination

of ppfs and sentences about the index of one ppf in another. In a superstable

combinatorial variety (in fact in any variety equivalent to a linear multi-sorted

unary variety) it is easy to show that any formula is equivalent to a Boolean

combination of atomic formulas and formulas in one free variable. The latter

corresponds to partial information about the isomorphism type of the tree above

an element as described in the previous subsection.

4.3. Definition 4.5. An algebra is said to be quasi-affine if it is the subreduct

of an affine algebra.

McKenzie had conjectured that if a countable variety had few models in some

uncountable power then all of its algebras would be quasi-affine. The quasi-

affine algebras in any language form a quasi-variety and Quackenbush in [22]

has given a practical set of quasi-identities for these quasi-varieties. If y is a

superstable variety then any algebra in y is the product of an affine algebra and

a combinatorial algebra. Since quasi-affine algebras are closed under products,

it suffices to show that any algebra in a superstable combinatorial variety is

quasi-affine. In fact, the following is true

Fact 4.6. If y is equivalent to a multi-sorted unary variety then any sé £y
is a subreduct of the matrix power of a unary algebra.

It is fairly easy to show that a unary algebra is quasi-affine and that the matrix

power of a quasi-affine algebra is quasi-affine so it follows that

Theorem 4.7. If y is superstable and sé £y then sé is quasi-affine.

This answers McKenzie's conjecture.

4.4. Open questions.   1. Is any stable variety structured?

2. Any locally finite variety satisfies the tree condition. By considering the

conclusion of Theorem 0.15 and the description of combinatorial locally finite

decidable varieties in [ 16], it is clear that a locally finite decidable abelian variety

satisfies the normality condition. This is a somewhat tortuous proof.

Since any locally finite variety which satisfies the normality condition is

amenable then by Theorem 1.19 it is structured. In [16] it is proved that any

decidable locally finite solvable variety is abelian. Is it possible to give a di-

rect proof that a decidable locally finite solvable variety satisfies the normality

condition?
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